
April 13 – Satanyahu’s Mission: Start World War 3

Description

US : When they met in 1990, Chabad chieftain Menachem Schneerson predicted Satanyahu 
would  become PM and start WW3 in order to destroy civilization, a prerequisite for the return 
of the Jewish Messiah, the Antichrist.

Obviously, Satanyahu attacked the Iranian Embassy in Damascus to entrap the US in such a war.

 A Reddit Conspiracy reader gets it:

“It amazes me that no one is talking about the real motives of Israel striking the Iranian embassy Let
me walk you through it: Israel drone strikes Western aid workers in Gaza.

The USA responds by strong verbal criticism and supposedly a threat to change the “unconditional”
support Israel gets from the USA. Israel realizes they need to force the USA completely back on their
side.

Israel immediately strikes the Iranian embassy/consulate in Damascus, a highly provocative
move. Israel conducts the strike without telling the USA, likely because they knew the Americans would
stop them.

Now the USA has no choice but to back Israel 100% against any Iranian response or else be accused
of abandoning their “strongest ally”.

Whatever apparent or real “tension” there was between the USA and Israel is now old news and
forgotten. Israel has once again completely outmaneuvered and redirected the USA in favor of its
interests and against our own. The vast majority of Americans don’t want to be dragged into another
war in the Middle East.

In the words of Netanyahu himself: “I know what America is. America is a thing you can move very
easily, move it in the right direction. They won’t get in their way.”
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1. Army-Wars-Conflict Zones-Military Tech.
2. Crime-Justice-Terrorism-Corruption
3. Disasters-Crisis-Depopulation-Genocide
4. Main
5. NWO-Deep State-Dictatorship-Tyrrany
6. Politics-Geopolitics-Gov.-Events
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